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But such a political discussion, however grateful to
a British mind, would here be out of place. It is
rather our business to remark, how much Chris-
tianity in every way sets herself in direct hostility to
selfishness, the mortal distemper of political com-
munities ; and consequently, how their welfare must
be inseparable from her prevalence. It might indeed
be almost stated as the main object and chief con-
cern of Christianity, to root out our natural selfish-
ness, to rectify the false standard which it imposes
on us, and to bring us not only to a just estimate
of ourselves, and of all around us, but to a due im-
pression also of the various claims and obligations
resulting from the different relations in which wo
stand. Benevolence, enlarged, vigorous, operative
benevolence, is her master principle. Moderation
'n temporal pursuits and enjoyments, comparative
^difference to the issue of worldly projects, dili-
gence in the discharge of personal and civil duties,
resignation to the will of God, and patience under
ail the dispensations of his Providence, are among
her daily lessons. Humility is one of the essential
qualities which her precepts most directly and
strongly enjoin, and which all her various doctrines
tend to call forth and cultivate; and humility lays
the deepest and surest grounds for benevolence. In
whatever class or order of society Christianity pre-
vails, she sets herself to rectify the particular faults,
or, if we would speak more distinctly, to counteract
the particular mode of selfishness to which that
class is liable. Affluence she teaches to be liberal
and beneficent; authority to bear its faculties with
meekness, and to consider the various cares and
obligations belonging to its elevated station as being
conditions on which that station is conferred. Thus,
softening the glare of wealth, and moderating the
insolence of power, she renders the inequalities of

